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WARNINGS Read Before Using Your Sega Dreamcast Video Game System

CAUTION
Anyone who uses the Sega Dreamcast should read the operating manual for the software and console before operating them. A responsible

adult should read these manuals together with any minors who will use the Sega Dreamcast before the minor uses it.

HEALTH AND EPILEPSY WARNING
Some small number of people are susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness when exposed to certain flashing lights or

light patterns that they encounter in everyday life, such as those in certain television images or video games. These seizures or loss of

consciousness may occur even if the person has never had an epileptic seizure.

If you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy when exposed to flashing lights, consult your doctor prior to using

Sega Dreamcast.

In all cases, parents should monitor the use of video games by their children. If any player experiences dizziness, blurred vision, eye or

muscle twitches, loss of consciousness, disorientation, any involuntary movement or convulsion, IMMEDIATELY DISCONTINUE USE AND

CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR BEFORE RESUMING PLAY.

To reduce the possibility of such symptoms, the operator must follow these safety precautions at all times when using Sega Dreamcast:

• Sit a minimum of 6.5 feet away from the television screen. This should be as far as the length of the controller cable.

• Do not play if you are tired or have not had much sleep.

• Make sure that the room in which you are playing has ail the lights on and is well lit.

• Stop playing video games for at least ten to twenty minutes per hour. This will rest your eyes, neck, arms and fingers so that you can

continue comfortably playing the game in the future,

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS
To prevent personal injury, property damage or malfunction:

• Before removing disc, be sure it has stopped spinning.

• The Sega Dreamcast GD-ROM disc is intended for use exclusively on the Sega Dreamcast video game system.

Do not use this disc in anything other than a Sega Dreamcast console, especially not in a CD player,

• Do not allow fingerprints or dirt on either side of the disc.

• Avoid bending the disc. Do not touch, smudge or scratch its surface,

• Do not modify or enlarge the center hole of the disc or use a disc that is cracked, modified or repaired with adhesive tape.

• Do not write on or apply anything to either side of the disc.

• Store the disc in its original case and do not expose it to high temperature and humidity.

• Do not leave the disc in direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of heat.

• Use lens cleaner and a soft dry cloth to clean disc, wiping gently from the center to the edge.

Never use chemicals such as benzene and paint thinner to clean disc.

PROJECTION TELEVISION WARNING
Still pictures or images may cause permanent picture tube damage or mark the phosphor of the CRT. Avoid repeated or extended use of video

games on large-screen projection televisions.

SEGA DREAMCAST VIDEO GAME USE
This GD-ROM can only be used with the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not attempt to play this GD-ROM on any other CD player;

doing so may damage the headphones and/or speakers. This game is licensed for home play on the Sega Dreamcast video game system only,

Unauthorized copying, reproduction, rental, public performance of this game is a violation of applicable laws. The characters and events

portrayed in this game are purely fictional. Any similarity to other persons, living or dead, is purely coincidental.
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GETTING STARTED

Worms Am^geddon’''' fs.a: onerplayor'.:or.::iTiuLtTptayer game. You will need a Visual Memory Unit (VMU) to save your

player data, such as high scores and ranking.

Open Button

Press to OPEN the

Disc Door

Before turning the Sega Dreamcast™ power ON, connect the controller or other peripheral equipment into the

control ports of the Sega Dreamcast.

To play Worms Armageddon:

1. Be sure that the Power is OFF on your Sega Dreamcast system.

2. Plug in your Sega Dreamcast Controllers.

3. Insert the memory card {if you have one).

4. Insert your Worms Armageddon Sega Dreamcast Specific Disc.

5. Press the Power Button to activate the Sega Dreamcast.

CONTROLLING YOUR WORMS
This section will familiarize you with the basic controls of Worms Armageddon that are essential if you're going

to take on the world!

Press the Shift Button to access game controls in brackets. For example, in Controller Type A, select the Fuse

Setting by pressing and holding the Shift Button and then pressing the X Button.

Note: The game is controlled by the controller on which the Start Button was pressed at the title screen.

Worms Armageddon only supports one controller during gameplay. Operation with incompatible controllers

is not guaranteed.

jRight Triflfter;

Weapon Select

Y Button: Center Camera

(Worm Select)

A Button: Fire

(Bounce Toggle'Girder Rotate/

Air Strike Directinn)

CONTROLLER (TYPE A)

Analog Thumb Pad:

Scroll Camera

X Button: Jump 1

(Fuse Setting/Girder Rotate/;

Air Strike Direction)

Directional

Button:

Move Worm

Never touch the Analog Thumb Pad or Triggers L/R while turning ihe Sega Dreamcast power ON. Doing so may
disrupt the controller initialization procedure and result in matfunction.

To return to the title screen at any point during game play, simultaneously press .and hold the A, B, X, Y and

Start Buttons. This will cause the Sega Dreamcast to soft-reset the software and display the title screen.



CONTROLLER (TYPE B)

Analog Thumb Pad:

Scroll Camera

X Button: Center Camera

(Worm Select}

Right Trigger:

Weapons Menu

Y Button: Jump 1

(Fuse SettIng/GIrder Rotate)

B Button: Jump 2

(Name Detail)

- A Button: Rre

..-(Chanda Bounce Level/

Rotete Girder)

CONTROLLER (TYPE C)

Analog Thumb Pad:

Scroll Camera

X Button: Fire

(Bounce Toggle/Girder Rotate/

Air Strike Direction)

Right Trigger:

Weapons Menu

Start Button:

Pause/Quit Menu

Y Button: Center Camera

(Worm Select)

B Button: Jump 2

(Name Detail)

Button: Jump 1

(Fuse Setting/Girder Rotate/

Air Strike Direction)

IT’S TIME FOR ARMAGEDDON

INTRODUCTION
l^orms Armageddon is a single or multiplayer game

that blends no-holds-barred action, strategy and sheer

outrageous fortune, meaning, you can play for 20

minutes or 20 hours.

No game of Worms Armageddon is ever the same,

making it endlessly entertaining.

Up to four teams can battle it out, making it the ideal

party game. It doesn't matter how you play it—once

you're hooked, you'll always come back for more!

OVERVIEW
Worms Armageddon is a turn-based strategy game,

where teams battle across bizarre, randomly generated

landscapes or finely crafted custom-designed levels.

Each team takes it in turn to pick off the opposing

teams, using crazy weapons, tools and other utilities

they may have discovered to inflict whatever foul

strategies they can conjure.

Worms die when they lose all of their energy or drown

in the murky depths. The winning team is the one

that manages to survive the mayhem and have Worms

left standing!

TURN-BASED SYSTEM
Players have a set time in which to make a move

before the game automatically switches to the

next team.

During this period, you can select which Worm to use

(unless you only have one Worm or are playing with

Worm Select disabled-—-see "Worm Select Mode" in the

CREATE A NEW GAME chapter) and either let its

arsenal loose on the enemy or move the Worm into

safer territory.

TIME
In addition to the time limit for each turn (an option

that you can change), each battle has an overall time

limit before "Sudden Death" extra time is called.

Sudden Death takes on several forms depending on

the scheme you have set (see "Game Schemes" in the

CREATE A NEW .GAME chapter), including having the

water level gradually rise, making high territory even

more strategic, having all Worms energy reduced to 1

or having their energy gradually drain over time.

LANDSCAPES
Each time you play Worms Armageddon, the game is

completely different.

Worms and mines are randomly placed on billions of

possible landscapes, providing you with endless

playing opportunities.

WORMS AND WEAPONS
Each team of Worms has an arsenal of devastating

weapons at their disposal.

Some of these weapons will be limited in supply

so you will have to use strategy to achieve

maximum carnage.

There are a wide variety of weapons available. For full

details about weapons and their usage, see the

"Weapon Usage" section later in this manual.



UTILITIES

These add a whole new element to Worms Arma-

geddon. Utility crates drop from the sky, offering

features to enhance the player's turn. Some are added

to your arsenal, while some are used from the moment

they are collected.

Worms Armageddon allows for even more strategy than

before in that each team can now select a special

weapon to take into battle. The selection of this

weapon or utility can seriously affect the potential

outcome, so do choose wisely!

ON YOUR OWN...

You wiUT^avc to adapt your strategy to the weapons

available, the landscape you're playing on andrto each

newsspponent you play.

STRATEGY
Worms Armageddon can be played in many different

ways. Some players opt for wanton destruction, while

others play it safe, and there are those who are so

underhanded that they have vengeance wreaked upon

them at every opportunity!

Those who resort to hiding their Worms away and

playing a very defensive game have turned to the

"Dark Side" of Worms olavina and must be slain, so

keep on your toes and tails!

Worms Armageddon features Single Player Missions for

the lone player, pitting your skills against crack

computer teams and a variety of intriguing training

games, where you can practice key skills and gain

rankings, medals and some other goodies for extra-

special performances. (See the "Single Player Menu"

section for more information.)

No need to be nervous...

QUICKSTART GAMES
We realize that not everyone will read this manual

before the excitement of playing the game gets the

better of them. So we have created a number of

QuickStart options. These do not require you to create

teams or anything too complex, but will get you into

the action quickly.

SINGLE PLAYER
To begin a single player QuickStart game, .select the:

START A SINGLE PLAYER GAME button from the Main

Menu and then PLAY A QUICK CAME AGAINST THE

COMPUTER. You will control the Player 1 team

against Wormbots.

MULTIPLAYER
To begin a multiplayer QuickStart game, select the

QUICK MULTIPLAYER GAME button from the Main

Menu. Next, you will be prompted to select the

numberof players you wish to include in the battle,

after which the game will start.

In the.multiplayer QuickStart game, the team names

and,terrain will be randomly generated.

QUICK MULTIPLAYER GAME MENU

Number of
Players

Incoming...



MOVING THE VIEW
You can use the Analog Thumb Pad to scroll around

the landscape. Simply move the Analog Thumb Pad in

the direction you would like the screen to scroll.

CHANGING WORMS
If you have Worm Select set to "Manual" (see "Game

Schemes"), press the WORM SELECT button to select a

different member of your Worms Team. You can only

change Worms if you haven't already moved one or

selected a weapon.

For more information on "Select Worm," a utility

that allows advanced Worm movement, see the

"Weapons" section.

MOVING WORMS
Move your Worm around by using the directional

button. Pressing left moves your Worm to the left,

right moves your Worm to the right. If the Worm is

blocked, then it will stop.

JUMPING
Make your Worms jump forward by pressing the

.
-

JUMP 1 button. :

Be careful! Worms that jump and fall too far can hurt

themselves. Any injury will prevent the Worm from

completing its turn.

You can also make Worms jump backwards by pressing

JUMP 1 twice in quick succession and perform an

upward jump with JUMP 2. Pressing JUMP 2 twice in

quick succession performs a back-flip.

Certain weapons can be used while your Worm is

jumping. With practice, this can be a most

effective strategy.

OTHER MOVES
Some of the weapons and tools have some nifty little

tricks that can aid your Worm in its movements. Check

out the "Weapon Usage" section later in the manual

for further details.

QUIT
Press the Start Button to open the Quit Menu. You

can select Draw Game, Force Sudden Death mode and

Quit Game by highlighting the option and pressing

the A Button. You can also view the number of

rounds won by each team from here.

When the Quit menu is open, the game is paused.

No one can move their Worms, and no one can take

their turn. Press the Start Button again to resume

the game.

NAME SWITCH
Sometimes the visibility of the Worm names can

hinder the player. Press the NAME DETAIL LEVEL

button to toggle the Worm name visibility setting

between full, partial or none.

ONSCREEN INFORMATION

The game screen is full of useful information, and the

following explains what it all means!

COMMENTARY PANEL
A full commentary appears at the top of the screen,

giving full details of which Worm has been killed,

whose move it is, weapons or utilities picked up in

crates, and which weapon has been selected.

TURN/ROUND TIME INDICATOR
Your Turn Time counts down at the bottom left of

the screen. When it reaches zero, play passes to the

next team.

The game will wait until everything has stopped ,

moving (Mines, Worms, etc.) before it considers the

turn complete.

WIND BAR
Some weapons, such as the Bazooka, are affected

by the wind. The wind strength indicator in the

bottom right of the screen will help you gauge

your shots.

TEAM STATUS
The energy bars of each team playing are shown at

the center of the lower section of the screen. Status

bars are removed from the screen when a team's

energy is depleted and that team is knocked out.

WORM STATUS
Worm names and energy values appear above

each Worm.

UTILITIES

Enabled utilities (Double Damage, Crate Spy, etc.) will

appear above the wind indicator in a small box when

they are in use.

Someone's left their

ammo lying around again...



SELECTING YOUR WEAPON

WEAPONS PANEL
The weapons panel is accessible by pressing the

.

WEAPON SELECT button. When selecting a weapon, the

panel slides in from the right of the screen. To select

a weapon, move the highlight box to your desired

weapon and press the FIRE button to select it.

To remove the 'panel from the screen, you c an ell her

select a weapon or press the WEAPON SELECT

button again.

WEAPON USAGE
The following section details the weapons of Worms

Armageddon, their effects and h'ow to use them.

Remember that all weapon Instra'etionS are written

assuming you have already selected that weapon.

A number of weapons are hidden in special crates or

are given during single player missions. We wish you

the best of luck in finding them!

WEAPONS
AIR STRIKE

This weapon calls in an aerial

missile strike in the target area

that you select.

To launch the Air Strike, simply move the target

cursor with the directional button and press FIRE to

mark the target (with an X).

If you wish to abandon at this stage, simply press

WEAPON SELECT to bring the weapon menu up and

select another weapon. You can also select the

direction of the Air Strike by pressing the AIR STRIKE

DIRECTION button. This is important if you wish to

hit the correct part of a hillside!

Note: Strike Weapons cannot be called in Caverns and

are ur^affected by wind, except for Mail Strikes.

BANANA BOMB
This "soft fruit of doom" will explode,

split and cause wanton devastation to

an area the size of a small Greek

island. Use the FUSE SETTING button to

set the fuse time (in seconds) and toggle the bounce

setting, from high to low, by pressing the BOUNCE

button.

Press up and down on the directional button to move

the cross-hairs and press the FIRE button to fire (the

longer you hold it, the stronger the shot will be).

BASEBALL BAT

If it's been one of those days, the

only really satisfying thing to do to

an enemy Worm is to walk up behind

it and smack it with a heavy wooden bat!

Stand next to your target, aim the cross-hairs and

press the FIRE button to sort them out!

BAHLE AXE

This mighty blade slices in two the

energy of all Worms it touches,

hammering them into the ground.

Note: It can only be used to actually kill enemy

Worms that have one unit of energy, but can cause

huge damage to a group of Worms!

BAZOOKA
The Bazooka is a powerful weapon

which offers immediate satisfaction.

Careful use of the wind strength and

direction turns this weapon into a

strategic wonder.

Press the up and down directional buttons to move

the cross-hairs. Then press and hold FIRE to shoot

the weapon (the longer you press it, the stronger

the shot will be).

BLOWTORCH
Use the Blowtorch to dig through the

landscape, but consider that a sneaky

hiding game is a sign of the Dark Side!

Select your direction with the directional button arid

press FIRE to start and then again to stop the

Blowtorch. You can use the directional buttons tp

move up and down while digging.

BRIDGE KIT

This most useful, nifty ensemble of

girder components allows rapid

construction of bridges and pathways

when you most need it.

A number of bridge segments are available for

immediate deployment on the landscape.

(See "Girder" description for use.)

BUNGEE
Large falls can seriously damage your

Worms' health, but with the Bungee

selected, you can safely wander off a

cliff and drop weapons while

bouncing around.

Press FIRE to release your Worm from the Bungee.

Press the 3UMP,Vi?Mf^OA to drop your selected

weapons while on the Bungee. (Your Worm can select

a weapon to fire from the bungee by pressing WEAPON

SELECT and choosing a weapon.)

CARPET BOMB
Flee as a multitude of shagpiles

rain from the heavens!

Carpet Bomb sends’drate, discounted,

carpets tumbling ,|elect apd target;" press the

FIRE button and stand well back!

More criminally insane individuals can use the

Blowtorch to inflict damage on enemy Worms.

m



CLUSTER BOMB
The Cluster Bomb is tossed Like a

Grenade and shatters into smaller

bombs, which explode around

the target.

While Less precise than a Grenade, a Cluster Bomb can

be really useful for damaging groups of Worms.

Use the FUSE SETTING button to set the fuse time (in

seconds) and toggle the bounce setting, from min to

max, with the BOUNCE button.

Press the up and down directional buttons to move

the cross-hairs and press FIRE to shoot (the longer

you hold it, the stronger the shot will be).

DRAGON BALL

This unleashes an energy ball towafi-

the enemy, knocking the.vietim

backwards and off its tail. Stand next

to your target and press FIRE to attack.

DYNAMITE

Press FIRE to drop a stick of

Dynamite, usually from the edges of

cliffs onto.jansuspecting Worms or next

to a group- of Wornts. • T' - . ..
,

This is a very powerful-weapon and great for multiple

Worm, slaipter—a real crowd pleaser.

Press theJUMP 1 button to drop this from a-rope. ..

EARTHQUAKE
Press FIRE to cause a considerable

Earthquake, shaking any Worms and

mines loose.

Earthquakes do not cause specific energy loss, but

the effects from movement can be devastating!

FIRE PUNCH
This powerful punch knocks Worms

into the air and also cuts its way

through land. Stand next to your

target and press FIRE to punch.

The Fire Punch inflicts moderate damage on the

target, but is most commonly used to knock Worms

into water or onto mines.

FREEZE

Press FIRE to Freeze your Worms

until your next turn. Your team is

encased in blocks of ice and cannot

be damaged!

GIRDER

Girders have:inany uses, particularly

to provide a base for the Ninja Rope

:pr 'a ramp so tpat Sheep can cross

critical paths.

'

Some players use Girders to block the progress

of the enemy, and others use them as a deflector for

Grenades and Cluster Bombs.

Girder use is sometimes restricted to the immediate

area around the currently selected Worm.

Use the directional button to position and press

GIRDER ROTATE to rotate the Girder around. Press FIRE

to place it.

GRENADE
Set the fuse setting (in seconds) and

toggle the bounce setting, from min

to max. Press the up and down

directional buttons to move the cross-

hairs and press FIRE to throw it (the Longer you hold

it, the stronger the shot will be).

HANDGUN
The Handgun is a great way to finish

off a particularly hated Worm or a

group of very weak ones! It fires 6

consecutive shots. Make your day, punk!

Press up and down on the directional button to move

the cross-hairs and press FIRE to shoot (the cursor

can be moved up and down while firing).

HOLY HAND GRENADE
Unleash the power of the heavens

with the Lord's preferred weapon.

This is a 3-second (no more, no less)

low bounce Grenade-style weapon that

will only explode when it has come to rest.

One of the most powerful weapons in the game (only

a certain garden ornament could possibly be more

dangerous), it is capable of delivering a devastating

amount of damage.

HOMING MISSILE

Once primed, the Homing Missile

will aim for a specified target.

Remember to give it enough power

so that it can effectively find its target.

Homing Missiles in Worms Armageddon are aquatic and

can be fired under water, although there is an

element of skill involved (fire hard and the missile

will sink).

Move the target cursor with the directional button

and press FIRE to set the target.

Press the up and down directional buttons to move

the cross-hairs and press FIRE to shoot (the longer

you hold it, the stronger the shot will be).

HOMING PIGEON

A serol-intelHgent equivalent of the

Homing Missile, this will do its best

to reach the target you select.

Obviously Pigeons aren't totally reliable, though.

Move the target cursor with the directional buttons

and press FIRE to mark the target.

Once the target is set, press FIRE to unleash the

feathery hero.



KAMIKAZE —^

Select a direction with the

directtenal buttons, then press

FIRE and watch the Worm end. its

life in martyrdom.

You are guaranteed to lose the Worm, so it had

better be worth iti -
-

The flying Worm will finally ejiplods) inflicting damage
to those around it Any Worms unlucky enough to be
hit alpng the way wilt also suffer, losing energy in

conjunction with being sent hurtling skywards by

the impact. .

IAMB MINE
These proximity mines expto

Worm triggers the fuse by gj

too close. Mines are a great

tool and .cah'^e knocfe^^ Worms by

other explosions.

Be aware that some can, be duds. Press FIRE to

drop a Mine.

MAD COW
Over recent years, there has been a

huge stockpile of these frothing,

deliriously mad cows intent on

mass destruction.

Unleash them in the direction you are facing by

pressing the FIRE button. If you have more than one,

you can release them in a herd by pressing the

GRENADE FUSE button to toggle the amount of cows

to be Launched. Being mad, they will make no effort

to get over an obstacle and just explode instead.

MAGIC BULLET

This is an incredibly accurate bullet,

which will seek out the intended

target in almost all locations.

The bullet will home in on the target, avoiding contact

with the land. Mark the unfortunate target with an X

by pressing FIRE. A further press of the FIRE button

wilt Launch the weapon.

MAIL STRIKE

Target the area with the FIRE button

to make a very special delivery.

Please consider the wind direction as

tetters aren't particularly heavy objects

MB BOMB
Select the target area with the FIRE

button and watch in horror as a

stressed, overweight videogame

producer falls to earth, causing

widespread pandemonium and chaos

MINE STRIKE

Press FIRE to set your target and

sprinkle new Land Mines onto

the landscape.

Due to the erratic nature of mines, there's no clear

indication of where they will [and... but it's quite

possible that calamity will ensue.

MING VASE

Drop this Like Dynamite and run.

After 5 seconds, it will explode,

sending shards of china (the material,

not the country) everywhere, much to

the disgust of antique Lovers everywhere.

MINI GUN
This is such a misleading name for a

huge machinegun. Press the up and

down directional buttons to move the

cross-hairs and press FIRE to shoot.

As you fire, you can also move the gun up and down

with the directional buttons, strafing the target area.

MOLE BOMB
Press FIRE to release this Little

tearaway, who will scuttle across the

Land before another press of FIRE

sends him leaping upwards and then

down burrowing into the Land. Press the FIRE button p

third time to make the little critter explgde. ,

It's an effective explosive and antidote to those who

are prone to hiding in underground tunnels,

MOLE SQUADRON
Much more scarce, this squadron

of near-sighted mammals attacks

directly, proudly claiming to "Dig

or die!"

They almost always die, of course. This weapon is

Launched in the same way as an Air Strike.

MORTAR
The Mortar fires at full power and

explodes on contact, spreading

Cluster Bomb fragments around the

immediate area.

This is very useful towards the end of a round,

when groups of Worms may be on opposite sides

of the Landscape.

It is very effective on Cavern Levels, as firing Mortars

into the roof will deflect the clusters downwards onto

unsuspecting Worms.

Press the up and down directional buttons to move

the cross-hairs and press FIRE to shoot.

NINIA KOPE

Increcitfei%.gply4,rbpes be used

to maneuver Worms into otherwise

inaccessible areas or across vast

distances in the shortest time.

Mastering the rope is a key skill in Woms
ArmageddoHr and you are advised to take up some

training in riiis area immediately!

Press FIRE4a4aunch the Ninja Rope and use the left

and right directional buttons Lo svving on the rope.

Press the up and down diroctional buttoris.to shorten

and lengthen the rope. Press FIRE to detach your

Worm from the rope.



Experts can drop weapons (usually Dynamite or

exploding Sheep) while swinging through the air.

Press the JUMP 1 button to drop the current weapon.

Be careful as this is only advisable with certain

weapons! If the ability to drop Sheep from great

heights wasn't enough, you can also swing, let go,

fire the rope again while in mid-air, swing and repeat,

covering huge distances quickly!

Be warned that this is a very tricky technique and

works best in spacious caverns.

PARACHUTE
Since long falls can injure your

Worms (which makes you lose your

turn), what better than floating to

safety using a convenient parachute?

Press FIRE to open the parachute.

Make sure you know which way the wind is blowing!

Press FIRE again to close the Parachute, or let it

automatically close on landing. As on ropes, weapons

can be dropped from parachutes by pressing JUMP 1.

Note: Beware as some game schemes offer limited

number of repeat swings. Keep your eye on the

commentary text at the top of the screen for

information on the number of swings left.

NUCLEAR TEST

This powerful underground test

bomb will sink the land and cause ,'?'

radioactive fallout to flutter from the

heavens, infecting alt living WoMt. •

This is a tactical nuclear device if evertbere -was

one. Activate by pressing. f5R£., :,
-

OLD WOMAN
Press FIRE to set the 01^ Woman
wandering around, conf||aining

about the price of tea.i^d mumbling

about the war and the'lpod old days

before violently exploding.

PNEUMATIC DRILL

Press FIRE to dig or to cease digging

down. This is useful for gaining

access to tunnels that other Worms

have made.

li'ii can'turn into a driller killer by inflicting enemy

Wn fS.vwith 15 points of damage using the Drill.

PROIl

It's sarcasm personified in a move.

Pres.'; FIRE to, nudge a Worm and

.send it to its doom.

SALLY ARMY
Press FIRE to set this God-fearing

old lady staggering about the land.

Sit back and watch her erupt in an

explosion of volatile percussion

instruments, or press FIRE a second time

to manually detonate her. •

SCALES OF JUSTICE

Press FIRE and watch as this

equalizer combines all the energies

of all the teams in play.

If you're behind, then this is a superb tool. This also

balances the energies of all allied teams in play.

The Scales of Justice do no damage; they simply

redistribute the current energy in the play-field.

SELECT WORM
This incredible new tool allows you

to move a Worm around and then

reselect another of your team for

movement.

It offers excellent strategic opportunity, unless you

only have one Worm remaining!

Press FIRE to activate, then the WORM SELECT button

to select another Worm.

SHEEP

Watch with a smug grin as your

fluffy friend runs unselfishly towards

the enemy and detonates upon

your whim.

With the effectiveness of Dynamite and the dexterity

that only a four-legged flu% mammal can muster, the

Sheep is a priceless tool.

Sheep are released by pressing FIRE and are detonated

with a further press of it.

If left undetonated, they eventually get fed up and

blow themselves up!

SHEEP LAUNCHER
This useful launcher will propel a

Sheep to dizzying new heights, over

any barricade ,or land, barrier!

Aim with the directicmat buttons and press FIRE to

launch your Sheep. Once the Sheep is off and running,

it acts as any self-respecting Sheep would. But, of

course, this one wears a natty little crash helmet.

SHEEP STRIKE

Fired like an Air Strike, this more

powerful strike releases numerous

Sheep, which come tearing to the

ground.

This is an incredibly dangerous weapon which should

be used with caution.

SHOTGUN
This wide-gauge, double barrel

Shotgun is great lor picking off

Worms at long range.

Press the up and down directional buttons to move

the, cross-hairs and press FIRE to shoot

Because it's,double barrelled, you have 2 shots before

your turn time runs out.



SURRENDER
If you are no Longer able to face it,

you can surrender.

The humiliation continues, however, as

your team remains waving little white flags, for

the other teams to pick them off in a totally

immoralway!

SKIP GO
If for some reason you

needn't cause any willful

during your turn, you can

pressing FIRE.

SUICIDE BOMBER
If yottcan't face it

wish g

FIRE and

An exploding Worm Leaves a rather toxic substance

in the air. .

SUPER BANANA BOMB
The Super Banana Bomb has the

added bonus of manual detonation.

Just press FIRE after you have thrown it

and shower your enemies in soft fruit; a second press

will detonate the bomblets.

SUPER SHEEP

Press FIRE to release, press a

second time and this Sheep is given

powers other farm animals can only

dream of!

Control the flight of the Sheep by pressing the Left

and right directional buttons, or press FIRE again to

end its reign of the skies.

The Super Sheep can fly for a Limited time before it

falls, dejected, back to Earth.

Super Sheep are sometimes upgraded to aqua sheep,

enabling underwater travel.

TELEPORT

Moving a Worm out of a potentially

disastrous starting position is the

most popular use for this feature.

The normal strategy is to search for high ground,

away from cliffs and mines.

Simply select the location where you want your

Worm to end up and press FIRE to activate.

UZI

Spray Worms with bullets from one

of the coolest guns around.

Press the up and down directional

buttons to move the cross-hairs, then press

FIRE to shoot.

Press the up and down directional buttons to

strafe the target area.

CRATES

Throughout the game, different crates will drop from

the sky or teleport into the play-field. There are three

distinct types: Weapon Crates, Health Crates and

Utility Crates.

Crates contain all manner of goodies, and their

contents can twist and turn the fate of a game,

especially when all seems lost. Crates can also be

shot, which is a rather anarchic way of using them,

but can be equally devastating.

Another tip to note is that land-roaming weapons

such as Sheep and Mad Cows can all collect crates if

left to roam the Land.

WEAPON CRATES
The contents of Weapon, Crates are usually more

powerful weapons or weapons that are initially

handed out in Limited supply, such as Super Sheep,

Dynamite, Homing Missiles, etc.

Sometimes you'll be very lucky and wilt be awarded

one of the super "hidden" weapons. Can you find

them alt?

HEALTH CRATES
Health Crates offer a source of topping up your energy

Levels throughout a match. Collect the crate, and the

Worm receives an energy boost. Health Crates also

offer an antidote to any infection a Worm may have

received.

UTILITY CRATES
Utility Crates contain utilities to help you in various

ways. There are two types: collectible types, which

can be stored and used when the time suits (shown in

the utility panel at the top of the weapon panel), and

instant utilities, which come into effect as soon as

you collect the crate.

A donkey, a donkey,

my kingdom for a donkey...



UTILITIES

Utility Crates, such as Health and Weapon Crates, drop

from the heavens, bestowing superb additional powers

to your Worms. These special powers can be collected

and instigated when the urge arises.

Collected Utilities appear in the weapons panel and

are activated like weapons (that is, select and press

FIRE to activate).

When they are in use or active (some last for multiple

rounds), then their relevant icons are displayed above

the wind panel onscreen.

COLLECTIBLE UTILITIES

FAST-WALK: Lasts for one turn and allo.w&?W#rm5 to

walk over the Land much quicker.iteo^before. It's

excellent for long assaults and critical attacks.

LASER TARGET: enables a Laser Sight on the U^i, Mini

Gun, Hand Gun, Kamikaze and Shotgun weapons, fiiis

makes it much easidt to judge your shots. This effect

lasts for five turns;

LOW GRAVITY: makes all your shots and movements

susceptible to low Gravity. This means super-long

jumps and more!

JET PACK: is particularly useful to reach distant

shores if you're short on Teleports, and exceedingly

useful if you wish to fly by and drop some Dynamite

onto a bunch of Worms. Use the directional button to

control vertical and rear thrusters as your Worm takes

to the skies. Join the space age, get the Jet Pack!

INSTANT EFFECT UTILITIES

These utilities are activated immediately when

collected.

DOUBLE TIME: instantly doubles the amount of time

remaining on the current turn.

CRATE SHOWER: randomly drops a few more crates

rdnto the landscape.

CRATE SPY; lasts until the end of the round and

Ittows the team to reveal the contents of any crates

around the Landscape.

DOUBLE DAMAGE: lasts for just a single turn and

delivers double damage to any explosion that occurs.

;Tis: is mightily powerful and should be used with

caution.

MENU SYSTEM

MAIN MENU
From here, you can select to play a single player

game, create a multiplayer game or go to the Options

menu. The A Button on the controller is used for

selecting. Press the B Button to take you back to the

previous menu or out of team select windows.'

MAIN MENU

Options
Menu

Quick
Multiplayer
Game

Single
Player
Menu

Create a
New Game

SINGLE PLAYER MENU
Worms Armageddon features numerous different single

player games to challenge, train and entertain you.

It is good to play Missions, Deathmatch and Training

(and indeed Worms Armageddon in general) with a

Worms team that you have personally created, rather

than the default ones supplied with the game. For

detafls-on how to do this, see the CREATING A NEW

TEAM chapter.

The modes for the single player game are listed

below: -

SINGLE PLAYER MENU

1 Player
Quickstart

Game

Missions
Menu

Training
Menu

Deathmatch
Menu

SINGLE PLAYER QUICKSTART GAME

This allows you to start playing very quickly. You will

play with a predefined team and weapon selections

against a series of Al-controlled robots (Wormbots).

Games will be played on randomly generated

landscapes, with the default game option set.



TRAINING MENU

Super Sheep
Racing

\

Rifle Training

Crazy Crates Training

TRAINING

The training arena offers ffve distinct disciplines in

which to train, as well as the Basic Training course.

Advanced
Weapon
Training

Artillery
Training

Achieving gold medal awards in all disciplines will

also unlock hidden weapon schemes in the game.

Performance and team records will be recorded and

can be saved to a memory card.

Select your Event, then your team, then Start Game.

MISSION MENU

start
Mission

Mission
Brief

Teams

Current
Mission

In all training modes, you will work against the clock,

completing as many of the stated objectives as you

can within two minutes.

Each discipline has its own High Scores, and

your team will be ranked accordingly, depending

upon success.

Training ends when your time is up or your Worm is

killed in action.

MISSIONS

The missions range from Easy through Difficult in

skill, and all take place on specially defined

landscapes against a number of Wormbot teams.

Note: If you successfully complete a mission, the

custom drawn landscape in that mission is available

for you to play on in normal games! (See the "Terrain

Generation Screen" section later in the manual for

details.) Select your team, then a mission and

then Start Game.

DEATHMATCH CHALLENGE

Although Deathmatch games are similar in play

to standard games, you will take on a number

of computer teams in an ever-increasing spiral

of difficulty.

The statistics for this will be kept, and rewards

given for high ranked teams. Select your team,

then Start Game.

Get ready for a

moo-ving experience...

DEATHMATCH MENU

Teams
j

Next
Opposition

Start Deathmatch



CREATE A NEW GAME

MULTIPLAYER
This IS the menu for creating traditional Worms Arma-

geddon multiplayer games on your Sega Dreamcast.

Multiplayer games can be between 2 to 4 teams, any

of which may be computer-controlled at a variety of

skill levels.

MULTIPLAYER MENU

Terrain
Generation

Screen

Barracks

Start
Game

Game
Scheme

Game Roster General
Game Controls

To add a team to the game, highlight the team and

press, the A Button.: The team will disappear from the

Barracks and appear in the Game Roster window.

Select all thetearas you want to be in your game and

press the B Button to exit the Barracks window.

GAME ROSTER
As you add teams into the game, they will appear in

the Game Roster. Up to four teams can be added. To

remove a team and place it back in the Barracks,

highlight it and press the A Button.

When the teams are in the Game Roster, you can

select several options:

ALLIED TEAMS

You can ally teams together, meaning they will appear

in the game on the same side. Highlight the team you

wish to ally and press the X Button until the team

color is the same, as the team you wish to ally with.

Allied games play exactly like normal games, but with

a few notable exceptions. Allied players get credited

with a victory if their alliance wins, even if their team

is defeated. During the game, alliances take turns to

make their move. Teams within alliances will take

turns to move within that alliance.

BARRACKS
All teams available for selection are listed in

the Barracks.

HANDICAPPING

Highlight a team and press the Y Button to toggle

through the team handicap options. A team will have

25 energy points added to (+) or removed from {-) its

starting energy level. If neither symbol is shown (the

default), then the Worms start with the level as set in

the General Game Options.

NUMBER OF WORMS IN THE TEAM

You can alter the amount of Worms that a team will

start the game with. To do this, highlight the team

and press the left and right directional buttons to

toggle the amount from 1 to 4.

GAME SCHEMES
The weapons that teams take into battle are

determined by which Game Scheme they are using.

All of the Game Schemes are accessed from this menu.

These schemes contain setups of the options and

weapons, which govern how the game plays. The name

of the option set indicates the style of game you

can expect.

A brief description of each of the default styles

follows. Extra, more powerful schemes are made

available as rewards for completing certain single

player missions and doing well in certain single player

training events.

Beginner: For novices. Provides the player with

standard issue weapons and long turn time.

Intermediate: Similar to Beginner, but for the slightly

more adept player.

Armageddon: Instant nuclear explosion leaves your

Worms with health problems. More weapons add to

your destructive fun.

Artillery: Immobilized Worms and manual Worm
placement mean you have to prepare yourself for a

long battle of attrition.

Darkside: A scheme tailored for people who like to

hide away rather than fight in the open.

Shopping Mall: A basic weapon set aided by frequent

supply drops. For deep, strategic play.

Sudden Sinking: With instant water rise, this scheme

has the tools you need to escape the tide and destroy

the enemy.

Tournament: For more advanced players who prefer

the more difficult-to-master weapons.

Animal Farm: A scheme mainly utilizing the various

animal-based weapons available.

Kung Food: This scheme is for lovers of close personal

combat only.

Sniper: For those who prefer to use guns rather than

explosives.

ClockWorm Orange: A variety of intensely powerful

weapons, set on delay. The longer the round takes,

the more weapons become available.

Aerial: A scheme for players who like their weapons

dropped from above (3et Pack equipped Worms).

Men at Worm: Allows you to build good defenses

before the delayed weapons become available for use.



Arms Race: Hugely powerful weapons released

gradually as the battle progresses.

FuLlrope: For players who like to use the rope to

good effect.

High Explosive: High explosive weapons for

total destruction.

Tankxz: Immobile Worms, a battle to the death.

Retro: The original Worms default scheme.

Striker: Air Strike based destruction.

Blast Zone: Powerful weapons aplenty. High Worm

energy compensates for this intense battle.

Pro: Manual Worm placement and scheme for the more

advanced-player.

BnG: Bazookas and Grenades are the order (i-M>e

here. For players who prefer the diliici.ilt-to-fflaster

weapons.

Strategys Whether your preferred strategy is
,

hiding away or going on the offensive, this scheme

is for you. .

You ,dan override thedore settings of the game by

changing the General Game Options.

GENERAL GAME OPTIONS
These are options that are very basic and govern

simple rules of the game. Highlight the option

required and press the A Button to toggle through

the available settings.

TURN TIME is the period (in seconds) you have to

make your move on your turn. The lower it is, the

more difficult it becomes to make your turn.

ROUND TIME is the period (in minutes) before the

round ends and the Sudden Death period begins.

STARTING ENERGY is the starting energy of all

Worms in the game, before any handicapping is

selected. The default energy level is 100 and is what

we recommend.

WINS REQUIRED: Select the number of victories

(rounds won) for the team (or alliance) to win the

match. The default is two rounds to win the match.

WORM SELECT MODE: During play, it's possible to play

and select which Worm you would like to move next.

We feel, however, that Worms Armageddon is a more

skillful game when the Worms in a team take turns to

cycle through their turn.

Select either WORM SELECT OFF (you cannot choose

which Worm to, move) or WORM SELECT ON (you can

use the WORM SELECT button to choose which Worm

to move).

WORM PLACEMENT ON OR OFF: Choose between

manually placing your Worms on the battlefield

(by teleporting them in) or randomly placing Worms

(with Worms scattered over the landscape in no

particular order).

TERRAIN GENERATION SCREEN
This is the screen where you determine the shape

and style of the landscape your game will take place

on. You can choose between open landscapes, island

type landscapes, cavern type landscapes and

“wormery" type landscapes.

In all there are 8 different types of terrain shape

styles you can choose, generating billions of

different combinations.

You can also play on one of several supplied

pre-drawn landscapes, and, when single player

missions are completed, you can play games on the

mission landscape.

Every game of Worms you ever play can be on a

different landscape, if you wish.

TERRAIN GENERATION MENU

Custom
Terrain
Select

Current
Terrain

Accept
Landscape

Landscape
Types

Texture
Type

Bridges

Objects

LANDSCAPE

To select a landscape, highlight the small terrain of

your choice and press the A Button to use. This will

put the landscape in the larger window at the top of

the screen, which denotes the landscape you will play

your game on. Pressing the X Button on a small

terrain will generate a new one.

APPEARANCE
The graphical appearance of your selected landscape

can be changed by highlighting the Texture Type box

and toggling the available types. The texture type

you choose determines the objects and look of the

landscape on which you will play your game.

BRIDGES

Bridges are an Integral part of some strategies.

Highlight the BRIDGES icon and toggle the number

of bridges you would like to see on your landscape.,

Noteivbridges can only be placed where there is room

on the landscape.

It is wise to choose the "2 Island" type landscapes if

you want to use bridges.

OBJECTS

Each in-game landscape has a number of large objects

placed on it. Highlight the OBJECTS icon and toggle

the number of objects you would like to see on the

landscape.

If you want a landscape packed with features, choose

a high number; otherwise, choose a lower number. We

recommend the highest number, which is the default.



SAVING A TERRAIN

If you come across a particularly good randomly

generated landscape, you can save it for future play.

To do this, follow the above procedure immediately

after your round has finished, which is to go to the

Terrain Generation screen from the Round Results page.

To do this, move the highlight to the Current Terrain

box and press the A Button to enter the Save Terrain

screen. Once there, select an empty space to save the

landscape and press the A Button.

If there are no empty spaces left, you can overwrite

any landscape by highlighting and pressing the

A Button.

SAVE TERRAIN MENU

Saved Terrain

It is also possible to save a landscape afler you have

actually played on it (as you might . not be able to tell

a particularly good landscape until you've done battle

over it).

If the match has finished, wait for the game to return

to the Create Game menu. Then enter the Terrain

Generation menu and follow the above instructions, as

the previously played landscape will always be visible

in the top Current Generation window.

To load a landscape from the Save Terrain menu,

simply highlight the terrain you wish to play on and

press the X Button.

The terrain will now appear in the Current Terrain box

when you return to the Terrain Generation menu.

|Jot^: The landscape you save is just the shape. It will

play differently depending on the Texture Type, Bridge

'and'Object number you select.

CUSTflM TERRAIN

You can choose to play on one of several supplied

pre-drawn landscapes. To play on one, go to the

Custom Terrain window and select a terrain of your

Terrain window will show a pre-drawn

landscape to show you have chosen one, though this

will not be the actual landscape.

- Once all single.. player missions have been completed,

tlieir landscapes will appear in this window and be

available for selection.

Note: you can't select bridges, object or texture types

for custom landscapes.

When you are done, exit this menu by either pressing.,

the ACCEPT button, which will use your chosen

landscape, or the CANCEL button, which will return

you to the Create Game menu without saving any of

your changes.

If you cancel changes, the game will use the previous

game's landscape or a randomly generated one,

depending whether you have played any games since

loading the game.

STARTING THE GAME...
When you have finished setting your game up and are

happy with the settings, press the START GAME button

at the bottom right of the menu. Battle will then

commence...



OPTIONS MENU

From this menu, you can create new teams, edit old

ones, view each team's battle performance statistics,

change your controller configuration, alter the sound

options, and save or load the game status to and from

a memory card.

OPTIONS MENU

Sound
Options

Edit
Team

Details

Team
Performance

Create a
New Team

Choose <1 Team
VMU
LoadlSavc

CREATING A NEW TEAM
Creating a team of your own helps to get the most

satisfaction out of playing Worms Armageddon. It adds

to the game when you become attached to Worms that

you have named, and you get great satisfaction when

your favorite Worm pulls off an amazing shot.

To create your own team, highlight and select the

CREATE TEAM icon. This takes you to the Create

Team menu, at which you have several options.

CREATE. EDIT TEAM MENU

Gravestone
TeamlWorm Names

SELECT HUMAN OR

WORMBOT (CPU CONTROLLED) TEAM

Highlight this icon and press the A Button to toggle

whether the team is human controlled or controlled

by the AI (at 1 of 5 different skill Levels).

SELECT SPECIAL WEAPON
Some Game Schemes allow you to take into battle a

special weapon of your choice. This special weapon
will appear in your arsenal after a certain number of

turns has elapsed. Highlight this option and press the

A Button to toggle through the 7 available weapons.

The 7 choices are Sheep Launcher, Mad Cows, Holy

Hand Grenade, Super Sheep, Mole Bomb, Old Woman
and Homing Pigeon.

SELECT GRAVESTONE

When one of your Worms is killed in action, he leaves

,

behind a Gravestone. Highlight this icon and press

the A Button to toggle through the available

Gravestones.

EDITING TEAM AND WORM NAMES
Move the highlight to your Team or Worm name and

press the A Button. The name will now appear fn the

character box on the right of the screen. Move around

the letters and change the name to what you Want.

When you are done, highlight OK and press the A
Button. If you press CANCEL, the name will ri^ert back

to its original status.

If you want to change the names but don't want to

edit each one, you can select the QUESTION MARK
icon next to the name you want to change

the A Button. The name in question will change

to a different random name each time you pu"

the A Button.

When you are done editing your team, select the

ACCEPT THESE SETTINGS button at the bottom right of

the menu. If you aren't happy with your created team,

select the DELETE TEAM box and press the A Button.

After you have confirmed the delete, you will be

taken back to the Options menu.

EDITING A TEAM
Highlight the Team box and press the A Button to

choose the team you want to edit. Move the highlight

to the £QIM€AM.:DETAIIS, button and press the A
Button. Edit the team in the same way you would

jaeate one as explained previously in "Creating a

'New Team."

Ityou aren't happy with the changes made, you can

simply select the RETURN AND CANCEL CHANGES,,

button and press the A Button. This will take yo,u

back to the Options menu and cancel any team :

changes made. ,



Highlight the Training window and press the left and

right directional buttons to scroll through the

Training statistics.

The overall Team rank in the General Stats is decided

by the game outcomes.

When you have finished, select RETURN TO PREVIOUS

MENU or press the B Button to return.

CONTROLLER OPTIONS
Highlight the controller and press the A Button to

alter the configuration of the buttons used in the

actual game. Highlight the controller and press the A

Button to choose 1 of 3 different configurations.

VIEW TEAM PERFORMANCE
Select a team from the leain box. Then

highlight and seiecfcthis huilon to view tliat;

team's battle statistics

In this screen, you can see how your selectedftea.rn

has performed in. the single player missions, training

events, single player,dealhnu'.tch and their overall

general battle performam'.e.

To spe how the team has performed f)n each of thp,,,.

conlpleted single player m-ssions, higiiiiyht. Lhe.i.vr,,;

Mlslton window arrd press me left and right

dircciional buttons to look at each or the

mi ssi0 n s [.at i s L i c s

.

CONTROLLER OPTIONS MENU

Vibration
OnlOff

Controiler
Configuration
A, Bor C

VMU OPTIONS (LOAD/SAVE)
You can save all the in-game options and settings

(including Team Names, Statistics, etc.) to the

memory card. You will need a Visual Memory Unit

(VMU) with at least 33 blocks free. Insert the memory
card into a Sega Dreamcast controller plugged into

any port of the Sega Dreamcast.

Cap .

overwrite the curreiil opLions?") Aft.er choosing the

memory cara, reaa tnefOnscreen inrormation for details

of any problems that may occur.

To Load a saved game file, highlight and select LOAD

FROM VMU. When in the;feoad screen, select .thf-

,

memory card from which you wish to load the saye

game file and follow the orrscreen instructions.

While saving a game file, never turn OFF the Sega

Dreamcast power, remove the memory card or

disconnect the controller.

To save the current status, highlight the SAVE TO VMU
icon and press the A Button. You will then be taken to

the Save screen where you can choose any available

memory card on which to save the game status.

Highlight the memory card you wish to use and press

the A Button to select. (Press the A Button to accept

any displayed confirmations such as "Do you want to



SOUND OPTIONS
From this menu, you can alter the volume of the

sound effects and music that are in the game, select

which speech bank the Worm Teams will use in the

battle, and choose stereo or mono sound output.

SOUND OPTIONS

Cancel

Music
Volume

Sound FX
Volume

MUSIC VOLUME
Highlight the Chaiife Music Volume window and pre.ss

the A Button. You can now alter the music volume by-

pressing the left an^ right direclmnal buttons. Press

the A Button again wnen you have finished.

SOUND FX VOLUME
Highlight the Change SFX Volume window and

press the A Button. You can riow alter the sound

effects volume by pressing the left and right

directional buttons. Press the A Button again when

you have finished.

SPEECH BANK
Highlight the Speech Bank window and press the

A Button. You can now move the blue highlight up

and down through the available speech banks. Press

the A Button on your desired speech bank to select.

STEREO/MONO
Highlight and select the Stereo/Mono icon and press

the A Button to choose between stereo and mono

sound output.

LANGUAGE SCREEN
Click this icon to bring up a menu with a choice of

different languages: U.S. English, UK English, French,

German, Dutch, Swedish, Norwegian and Danish.

Click the corresponding flag and the in-game

language will change.

Sweet lady liberty still

looking a little nervous...

CREDITS

LEAD PROGRAMMER

LEAD ARTIST

LEAD SUPPORT CODE

LEAD CODE

ADDITIONAL ARTWORK

SCENARIO ARTWORK

FMV ARTWORK

SOUND & MUSIC

SPEECH BANKS

MISSION DESIGN

ORIGINAL CONCEPT

PRODUCER

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

QA

QA MANAGER

Karl Morton

Dan Cartwright

Mark Gipson

Mark Robinson

Paul Robinson

Neil South

Jan "The Man" Ruud

Tony Senghore

Rico Holmes

Cris Blyth

Bjorn Lynne

Matinee Studios

Pori Ounslan

John Dennis

John Eggett

Martyn Brown

PautKilburn

Andy Davidson

Paul Kilburn

Martyn Brown

Grant Towell (Lead)

Kevin Carthew

Andy Aveyard

Dave Smith

Paul Field
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Q.A. Supervisor

Jake Hopkins

Q.A. Lead

Greg Schneider

Mark Gutknecht

Joe Walbeck

Tom Falzone

Reuben Utudjian

Armen Sarkisian

Gareth Price

Wayne Gardner

Robert Lynch

Testers

Jim Buchanan

Managing Director

John Hurlbut

General Manager

Tom Nichols

Director of Marketing

George Burlch

I' Director of Marketing Services

Steve Webster

Steve Martin

* Manager of Creative Services

Elizabeth Mackney
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Kathryn Lynch

Creative Services Manager

Dave Cronin
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Patricia McCarthy

Graphic Designer
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Documentation Managers

Tim Evans
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Melanee Hannock
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HASBRO INTERACT IVE’S WEB SITES

Hasbro Interactive has an excitinfv full and active web site dedicated to ensure you get the most out of your

new game. You can visit us.:at:

http://worms.teanil7.com

Kids, check with your parent or guardian before visiting any of our web sites.

Visit and you will discover that Hasbro Interactive web sites contain such things as;

• Technical Support v / ^

• Hints and Tips

• Player Contact Information

• Software Upgrades

• Demos
• Interaction

• Interviews

• Competitions

• Chat and Community
• Downloadable Themes
• And much more

We are constantly updating our web sites so stop by and visit us frequently. With events and new additions

planned, you won't want to miss out,

FORTHCOMING AND EXISTING HASBRO INTERACTIVE PRODUCTS

For more information on forthcoming and other existing Hasbro Interactive products, please visit our main

web site at:

http;//www.hasbro-interactive.com

ONLINE STORE

If you enjoyed this product and would like to purchase other great Hasbro Interactive products online, stop

by the ONLINE STORE for convenient shopping from home. Purchasers must be 18 years or older or have

parent's permission.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

If you are having technical difficulties with the Worms Armageddon Sega Dreamcast game, please call technical

support and have the following information available (and be ready to take notes);

1. The correct name of the game.

2. Exact error message reported (if any).

For telephone technical support, please call (510) 864-4550. Support hours are from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Pacific Time, Monday through Friday. No game hints will be given through this number.

You may also communicate with our technical support via the Internet at:

http://support.microprose.coni

This site contains an up-to-date interactive knowledge base and e-mail contacts for technical support.

To find out more about the Worms Armageddon Sega Dreamcast game or any other Hasbro Interactive product,

please visit our main web site at:

http://www.f»asbro-‘ioteractimc©m

Kids, check with your patent or guardian before visiting any of our web sites.



LICENSE AGREEMENT

*** IMPORTANT ***

This is a iegal agreement between the end user (“You”) and Hasbro Interactive, Inc,, its affiliates and sub-

sidiaries (collectively “Hasbro interactive"). This Agreement is part of a package (the “Package”) that also

includes a game cartridge or disc (collectively, the “Game”) and certain written materials (the “Documenta-

tion”).

BY INSTALLING THE GAME, YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ ALL OF THE TERMS AND CON-

DITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT, UNDERSTAND THEM, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THEM. YOU UNDER-

STAND THAT, IF YOU PURCHASED THE PACKAGE FROM AN AUTHORIZED RESELLER OF HASBRO INTER-

ACTIVE, THAT RESELLER IS NOT HASBRO INTERACTIVE’S AGENT AND IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO MAKE
ANY REPRESENTATIONS, CONDITIONS OR WARRANTIES, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, ON HASBRO
INTERACTIVE’S BEHALF NOR TO VARY ANY OF THE TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

If You do not agree to the terms of this Agreement, promptly return the entire Package to the place You

obtained it for a full refund,

LIIVIITED LICENSE: You are entitled to use this Game for your own use, but may not sell or transfer repro-

ductions of the Game or Documentation to other parties in any way.

OWNERSHIP; COPYRIGHT: Title to the Game and the Documentation, and patents, copyrights and all other

property rights applicable thereto, shall at all times remain solely and exclusively with Hasbro Interactive

and its licensors, and You shall not take any action inconsistent with such title. The Game and the Docu-

mentation are protected by United States, Canadian and other applicable laws and by international treaty

provisions||ny rights not expressly granted herein are reserved to Hasbro Interactive and its licensors.

OTHER RESTRICTIONS: Y''u rev rot cause or permit the disclosure, copying, renting, licensing, subli-

censing. leasing, disseminating or otherwlse'dlstributing of the Game or the Documentation by any means

or in any form, without the prior written consent of Hasbro Interactive. You may not modify, enhance, sup-

plement, create derivative work from, adapt, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble or other-

wise reduce the Game to human readable form.

LIIVIITED WARRANTY:

Hasbro Interactive warrants for a period of ninety (90) days following original retail purchase of this copy

of the Game that the Game is free from substantial errors or defects that will materially interfere with the

operation of the Game as described in the Documentation. This limited warranty applies to the initial pur-

chaser only. EXCEPT AS STATED ABOVE, HASBRO INTERACTIVE MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY OR CON-

DITION, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE. REGARDING THIS Game. THE IMPLIED

WARRANTY THAT THE GAME IS FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF

MERCHANTABILITY SHALL BOTH BE LIMITED TO THE NINETY (90) DAY DURATION OF THIS LIMITED

EXPRESS WARRANTY. THESE AND ANY OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, STATUTORY OR
OTHERWISE, ARE OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMED. Some jurisdictions do not

allow limitations on how long an implied warranty or condition lasts, so the above limitation may not apply

to You. This limited warranty gives You specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary

from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

If you believe you have found any such error or defect in the Game during the warranty period, (i) if you are

in the United States, call Hasbro Interactive’s Consumer Affairs Department at 800-683-5847 between the

hours of 8:00 a.m. and 12:00 a.m midnight. Monday through Friday (Eastern Time) and 8:00 a.m. to 8:00

p.m. Saturday and Sunday, holidays excluded, and provide your Product number; or (ii) if you are outside

the United States, send your original Game to Hasbro Interactive at Caswell Way, Newport, Gwent, NP9 OYH,

United Kingdom, together with a dated proof of purchase, your Product number, a brief description of such

error or defect and the address to which it is to be returned. If you have a problem resulting from a manu-

facturing defect in the Game, Hasbro Interactive’s entire liability and Your exclusive remedy for breach of

this limited warranty shall be the replacement of the Game, within a reasonable period of time and without

charge, with a corrected version of the Game. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

relief, incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to You.

HASBRO INTERACTIVE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, EXEM-

PLARY OR OTHER INDIRECT DAMAGES, EVEN IF HASBRO INTERACTIVE IS ADVISED OF OR AWARE OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN NO EVENT SHALL HASBRO INTERACTIVE’S LIABILITY EXCEED

THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THIS PACKAGE. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

special, incidental, consequential, indirect or exemplary damages, or the limitation of liability to specified

amounts, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to You.

GENERAL: This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding between Hasbro Interactive and You with

respect to subject matter hereof. Any change to this Agreement must be in writing, signed by Hasbro



Interactive and You. Terms and conditions as set forth in any purchase order which differ from, conflict

with, or are not inciuded in this Agreement, shaii not become part of this Agreement unless specifically

accepted by Hasbro Interactive in writing. You shall be responsible for and shall pay, and shall reimburse

Hasbro Interactive on request if Hasbro Interactive is required to pay, any sales, use, value added (VAT),

consumption or other tax (excluding any tax that is based on Hasbro Interactive’s net income),

assessment, duty, tariff, or other fee or charge of any kind or nature that is levied or imposed by any

governmental authority on the Package.

EXPORT AND IMPORT COMPLIANCE; In the event You export the Game or the Documentation from the

country in which You first received it. You assume the responsibility for compliance with all applicable

export and re-export regulations, as the case may be.

GOVERNING LAW; ARBITRATION: This Agreement shall be governed by, and any arbitration hereunder

shall apply, the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, U.S.A., excluding (a) its conflicts of laws

principles; (b) the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods; (c) the

1974 Convention on the Limitation Period in the International Sale of Goods; and (d) the Protocol

amending the 1974 Convention, done at Vienna April 11, 1980.

Any dispute, controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement or to a breach hereof,

including its interpretation, performance or termination, shall be finally resolved by arbitration. The

arbitration shall be conducted by three (3) arbitrators, one to be appointed by Hasbro Interactive, one to

be appointed by You and a third beini nominated by the two arbitrators so selected or, if they cannot

agree on a third arbitrator, by the Rtesident of the American Arbitration Association (“AAA”). The

arbitration shall be conducted In.ingllSh and in accordance with the commercial arbitration rules of the

AAA. The arbitration, including the rendering of the award, shall take place in Boston, Massachusetts, and

shall be the exclusive forum for resolving such dispute, controversy or claim. The decision of the

arbitrators shall be binding upon the parties hereto, and the expense of the arbitration (including without

limitation the award of attorneys’ fees to the prevailing party) shall be paid as the arbitrators determine.

The decision of the arbitrators shall be executory, and judgment thereon may be entered by any court of

competent jurisdiction. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Paragraph to the contrary, Hasbro

Interactive shall have the right to institute judicial proceedings against Yoapr anyone acting by, through

or under You, in order to enforce Hasbro Interactive’s rights hereunder tfirough reformation of contract,

specific performance, injunction or sin il.

® 1999Team17SoftwareLta.Allrightsreserved.PuW)3ttfi ,T?,8olhyare Ltd,

I SRB RATING

Ihis product has been rated by the Entertainment Software Rating Board. For information about the ESRB rating, or to comment about the

iippropriateness of the rating, please contact the ESRB at 1-800-771-3772.

Ilnuii IB registered in the US Patent and Trademark Office. Sega Dreamcast, ilia Dreamenst Swirl, tiro iradomarksofSEGA, Sega of America, P.O. Box 7639, San Francisco, CA

««);() All Rights Reserved, Programmed in Japan, Made and printed in the USA. WARNING: Oporolos only with NTSC talavisions and Sega Dreamcast systems purchased in

Niiiili ond South America (except Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay), Will not operate with any othor lolovisions or Saga Dreamcast systems. Product covered under one or mot

III Hill lollDwing U.S. Patents: 5,460,374; 5,525,770; 5,627,895; 5,688,173: 4,442,486; 4,454,594; 4,462,078; Ro, 35,839; Japarose Patent Nq, 287CI538, (Patents pending in U.S. and other

Canada Patent No. 1,183,276. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Inleractivo Digital Soflworo Associallon.


